
OUTDOOR LIVING – Traditional & 
Contemporary Furniture for 2016

THE NAPOLI RANGE 
Napoli cantilever parasol (=4NAC40S.04.302) 

The latest in the range is this splendid Napoli cantilever model, with its four-metre square  
canvas-coloured canopy. The aluminium and steel components are finished in a 
champagne colour, and the base comes with a protective mat. 

We use environmentally-certified FSC -approved eucalyptus wood to make our Napoli 
parasols. They are available in circular, rectangular, or square form, and in various sizes. 
For further information and details or to find your local stockist, go to: www.teak.com.  

THE BERMUDA RANGE 
Teak collection: Bermuda high dining set  
(1BEH and 2BECH09) 

With its soft curves and clean simple lines, the Bermuda 
combines the best of our teak tradition with the latest 
in styling and comfort. Its elegant proportions belie its 
strength and durability, making it ideal for a modern 
casual open-air lifestyle.

Perfect for the garden or the poolside, the balcony or 
the terrace, this high-dining set features a tall circular 
pedestal table and high dining chairs. 

The chairs have smoothly curving sides, contoured 
backs, and seats that offer comfort without the need 
for cushions. The table features a parasol hole to  
take a 38mm pole or a blanking cap. 
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BARLOW TYRIE 
Makers of exceptional outdoor 

garden furniture since 1920.  
Ranges in teak, stainless steel, 

aluminium and woven. 
Recipient of eighteen international 

design excellence awards. 

At Barlow Tyrie, we use only the 
finest materials, that’s ‘Grade A’ 

plantation-grown teak, 316 marine 
grade stainless steel, or the best 

UV-resistant cushion fabrics. 
That, together with superb 

craftsmanship in manufacture and 
our determination to be the best, 

have kept us in business for  
over 95 years.
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OUTDOOR LIVING – Traditional & 
Contemporary Furniture for 2016
THE AURA RANGE 
Aura circular dining table (2AUC14.01) 

Aura is a modern, elegant collection combining  
powder-coated aluminium with traditional teak. 

We are adding a 140cm diameter circular table to the 
range, which will feature Aura’s distinctive teak table top 
with aluminium inlay. 

You can mix and match the Aura and the Cayman  
ranges for greater flexibility. 

THE EQUINOX RANGE 
Equinox extending table (2EQX21) 

Part of our Stainless Steel collection, the contemporary 
Equinox range offers a perfect addition to any modern 
living space. 

New to the range for 2016 is this 210cm rectangular 
extending dining table (extends from 150cm), with a 
choice of four ceramic table top colours. 

The table features adjustable leg glides for greater  
stability on uneven surfaces. 

THE LINEAR RANGE 
Linear two-metre dining table (2LI20) 

As the name suggests, Linear is a design based on  
strong lines – simple yet beautiful. For 2016, we are  
adding a two-meter rectangular table to the range. 
As with all of our Linear furniture, this will be of solid 
traditional teak construction, with stylish mitred  
detailing on the corner joints. 

THE MONTEREY RANGE 
Monterey deep seating armchair and ottoman  
(1MTDA and 1MTDO) 

The award-winning Monterey armchair uses solid teak  
for the frame with braided all-weather cord for the 
seat and back, combining to create a stunning piece of 
furniture. The cord is woven from Olefin and Textilene®, 
making it rugged with a soft feel. 

We are now introducing two new seating options to the 
range in the more generous ‘deep seating’ style – the 
armchair, plus optional cushions and headrest, and the 
ottoman – both of which will be available to order in 2016.  

THE TITAN RANGE 
Titan serving table (2TIS) 

This latest addition to our Rustic Teak Titan range offers 
a robust and handsome way to store and serve your 
al fresco food and drink. Crammed with useful features, 
including a wine cooler, the Titan serving table makes 
outdoor entertaining a breeze. It has Titan rustic teak to 
all sides, and a strong aluminium frame in black. 


